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The Anzac tradition in Australia, the invention of Anzac Day and the raising of war memorials after 

the First World War, is clearly an example of what Eric Hobsbawm labelled an invented tradition, 
one which reimagined the newly federated community as a nation. It is also an excellent example 

of Andersonian ‘simultaneous and anonymous’ nationalism where co-ordinated rituals constituted 

the technology of an emerging national consciousness, organised through collective memory. 
Anzac Day, since 1916, has been attributed with ‘birthing’ the nation. However, this idea was 

controversial in the war and post-war years, and it is still unclear what kind of nation was imagined 

as Australia remained firmly within the British Empire until the mid-century. This paper will present 
the invention of Anzac Day and the raising of memorials as a technology of future memory, for a 
dominion nation in mourning and hope for a better future. 

Deirdre Gilfedder was born and raised in Australia but now lives and teaches in Paris, France at the 
Université de Paris Dauphine where she is Professor of English. She works on Australian history and 
memory; visual culture; cultural studies; British Empire and Commonwealth studies as well as film, 
media and literature. She is the author of the following works, among others: L’Australie et la Grande 
Guerre (Editions Michel Houdiard, 2015), “The King’s Speech: an Allegory of Imperial Rapport” in The 
British Monarchy on Screen (Manchester University Press. 2016) “Decolonisation in South East Asia: 
Burma and Malaya with notes on Australia and New Zealand”, in British Decolonisation 1914-1984 
(Cambridge Scholars Press, 2013); “The Invisible House: David Malouf’s 12 Edmonstone Street and a 
Colonial Rhetoric of Space”, in Semi-detached: Writing, Representation and Criticism in Architecture, 
Institute for Modern Art, Queensland, Australia; “The Imperial Nature of the Australian National War 
Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux”, in Cahiers du Lerma, Histoires d’Oubli (Aix en Provence, 2012, 
http://erea.revues.org/2830). 
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